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Air quality together with stimulation of our senses are important factors for human health and wellbeing. The indoor air is often more polluted than outdoor air. Rigid design with rectangular geometrics decreases indoor stimulation. In western world we spend 90% of our time indoors. Therefore, these aspects are important to the living environment.

This project is an application of the DEVA-concept (DEVA= Design, Energy, Vegetation and Atria) an aim to improve indoor environments by integrating plants inside the buildings.

The suggestion and experiment presented in this paper are to bring a considerable amount of plants and organic shapes to clean the air, provide visual stimulation and better acoustics. The idea is to provide a more natural environment that reflects the needs of human beings since ancient days. The project is applied in two conference-
study rooms at a science center in the north of Sweden. One room is traditional conference and study room while the other was developed by introducing plants and organic shaped furniture and interior design elements. The first findings show that the level of CO2, as an indicator of the air quality, was reduced by half after implementing plants to the room.
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